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Rapid estimation of electronic degrees of freedom in Monte Carlo
calculations for polarizable models of liquid water
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The inclusion of electronic polarization within Monte Carlo calculations of simple models of
molecular liquids is hampered, relative to its inclusion within molecular dynamics calculations, by
the need to fully determine the variables that specify the electronic configuration every time each
molecule is moved, i.e.,N times per cycle, rather than once per cycle. Classical statistical
mechanical Monte Carlo calculations on two models of liquid water have been performed. For each
of the models, electronic degrees of freedom are modeled by polarizable sites; thus it is the
components of the induced dipole vector that must be determined at each step. Commonly used
approximation methods have been characterized and found to be inadequate. Efficient procedures
have been devised to estimate the dipole vector and have been tested on reproducing electronic,
thermodynamic, and structural properties of the two polarizable water models. The most promising
procedure, considering both computational time saved and accuracy at reproducing pure liquid
properties, involves approximating the induced dipoles at each step by an initial perturbative
modification of the dipoles from the previous step, followed by an iteration of the induced dipoles
on only the moved molecule. With this procedure, the CPU time is dramatically reduced, and the
thermodynamic and structural properties are estimated correctly to within a few percent. They are
reproduced more rapidly and with greater accuracy than in calculations in which the dipole vector
is estimated by a single iterative cycle starting with the dipoles from the previous Monte Carlo step.
© 2001 American Institute of Physics.@DOI: 10.1063/1.1370083#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Most calculations on polarizable models of molecu
liquids, i.e., those models that include an explicit multibo
term to describe rapidly responsive electronic polarizati
have been performed with molecular dynam
algorithms.1–50 The inclusion of polarizability in molecula
dynamics leads to calculations that are slower, although
prohibitively so.21,50Monte Carlo~MC! techniques have als
proven successful as a method for evaluating the high dim
sional integrals required to characterize the statistical
chanical description of models of molecular liquids.51–59

These techniques typically use the Metropolis algorithm
construct a Markov chain of accessible configurations51,60

and are particularly efficient for systems that involve a p
tential energy function that is pairwise decomposable,60 i.e.,
a potential energy function that can be written as the sum
one- and two-body terms. In this case, since Monte Ca
trial moves typically involve moving a single molecule, th
calculation of the change in energy between the trial s
and the previous state involves only the recalculation of
energy of the moved molecule interacting with every oth
molecule. This orderN, O(N), calculation is rapid. Although
some Monte Carlo calculations have been performed on
larizable liquids,61–83 a disadvantage of Monte Carlo, a

a!Electronic mail: william.jorgensen@yale.edu
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compared to molecular dynamics, for such systems is
relatively larger increase in required CPU time due to
lack of pairwise decomposability in the energy terms d
scribing the polarizable degrees of freedom.75,76

An exact description of the polarizable degrees of fre
dom is typically formulated as a matrix equation that must
solved at each step.3,21,78The exact solution of this equatio
corresponds to the adiabatic separation of nuclear and e
tronic degrees of freedom represented by the Bor
Oppenheimer approximation.24,25,75,76,84,85Although matrix
inversion is anO(N3) process,86 the matrices generated fo
physically realistic molecular configurations can be iterat
an O(N2) procedure,87,88 to solution relatively rapidly, i.e.,
in a number of stepsM!N, where N is the size of the
matrix.3 While different properties exhibit a differential sen
sitivity to incomplete iteration, in general the iteration mu
be carried out to high accuracy to ensure that detailed
ance is satisfied.25,32,75,76,89Since there areN Monte Carlo
steps, as opposed to one molecular dynamics step, per c
a molecular dynamics algorithm will requireO(N2) steps
per cycle for a polarizable model, albeit with a larger pre
actor than for a nonpolarizable model, while a Monte Ca
algorithm will requireO(N3) steps per cycle for a polariz
able model, as opposed toO(N2) for a nonpolarizable
model.90

The computational expense associated with an exact
scription of polarizable systems has led to the introduction
7 © 2001 American Institute of Physics
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numerous methods to approximate the variables descri
the polarizable degrees of freedom. One class of approxi
tions involves including those variables as dynamical va
ables within an extended Lagrangian fram
work.19,21,24,30,31,50,75,76Another class of approximations in
volves a partial iteration starting from a reasonable ini
guess, or the modification of the polarizable degrees of fr
dom on just the moved molecule at each Monte Carlo s
or the modification of all the polarizable degrees of freed
at a subset of the Monte Carlo steps.64,65,69,74,78

Most calculations on polarizable models of molecu
liquids have been on models of liquid water. Water is bo
highly polar and highly polarizable, with both a relative
large gas phase dipole moment91 and condensed phase in
duced dipole.92 In addition, although fixed charge mode
have been successful at reproducing a wide range of ex
mental data to high accuracy,93–96 several of the areas o
greatest weakness for fixed charge models, i.e., ion–w
interactions,3–5,36 benzene–water, and ion–benze
interactions,42,97–99 and the interactions involving dipola
solutes in low dielectric media,69 involve water. Given this, it
is desirable to develop and characterize the realm of ap
cability of methods for the rapid estimation of the variab
that determine the electronic degrees of freedom in Mo
Carlo calculations of polarizable models of liquid wate
Naturally, there is a tension between the speed and the a
racy of an approximation. Approximations can lead to s
nificant errors in computed thermodynamic quantities.65 Pa-
rameters could be developed around a rapid approxima
method,42 and those approximations may be useful in det
mining whether polarization is a contributing factor to ce
tain phenomena.69 Nevertheless, we are interested in t
more restrictive class of approximations that approximate
exact solution well, i.e., those approximations that model
adiabatic separation of electronic and nuclear degree
freedom sufficiently well that errors in electronic, thermod
namic, and structural quantities are minimized.

In the present paper, several approximation methods
described and characterized. Monte Carlo calculations
which the electronic degrees of freedom are determined
one of the approximation methods are compared with ca
lations in which the electronic degrees of freedom are de
mined exactly. Since the models used in these calculat
represent the variable electronic degrees of freedom w
point polarizable sites on a subset of the atomic sites,1,2 the
variables to be estimated are the components of the indu
dipole vector. It should be noted, however, that the te
niques presented are not limited to this class of models,
only require that each Monte Carlo step involve the tr
move of at most a small number of molecules. Thus they
applicable with minor modification to models that repres
the variable electronic degrees of freedom in other wa
e.g., by fluctuating charges. In Sec. II the two models use
evaluate the quality of the approximations are describ
Section III presents some computational details, and Sec
presents the results of the exact calculations. In Sec. V
eral methods to approximate the electronic variables are
sented. Section VI presents preliminary considerations
initial results for several methods, and Sec. VII presents
Downloaded 01 Oct 2003 to 128.36.233.125. Redistribution subject to A
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more detail the results of the most promising methods.
nally, Sec. VIII presents a discussion and conclusion.

II. REVIEW OF THE MODELS AND THE THEORY

In order to test the approximation methods, calculatio
were performed on the two models summarized in Tabl
The Dang931 model is a three-site model with three polari
able sites; its gas-phase dipole moment is 2.02 D, and
total dipole moment in pure liquid calculations at 303 K
ca. 2.6 D.1 The Dang972 model is a four-site model with
permanent charges constructed to reproduce the gas-p
dipole moment of the monomer. It has a single polariza
site on the massless charge site, a polarizability equal to
average molecular polarizability, and a total dipole mom
in pure liquid calculations at 25 °C of ca. 2.75 D.2 Given the
computational expense associated with including explicit
larization in liquid phase calculations, it would be desirab
if a single polarizable site could be used to model liqu
water accurately. Nevertheless, in the absence of the dem
stration that such models are generally superior to thr
polarizable-site models, the response of both models to
approximations was examined.

The potential part of the model Hamiltonian is given
Eq. ~1!,1,2,100

U5UPOL1 (
aÞb

Uab ,

Uab5(
i j

qiqje
2

r aib j
14«0F S s0

r a0b0
D 12

2S s0

r a0b0
D 6G , ~1!

UPOL52
1

2 (
a

pa"Ea
q ,

where a and b are dummy indices representing the mo
ecules,i andj are dummy indices representing the atoms,Eq

is the electric field due to the charges,p is the induced dipole
vector, and the remaining variables represent their stand
quantities.

The polarization energy,UPOL, is calculated in the fol-
lowing manner,100 Upon expanding the classical electrosta
potential in a multipole series

TABLE I. Parameters for the Dang93 and Dang97 models.

Dange93 Dang97

qH(e2) 0.365 0.519
q0(e2) 20.730
qM(e2) 21.038
s0(Å) 3.205 3.234
«0 ~kcal/mol! 0.160 0.1825
aH ~Å3! 0.170
a0 ~Å3! 0.528
aM ~Å3! 1.444
r OH ~Å! 1.00 0.9572
uHOH ~deg! 109.47 104.5
r OM ~Å! 0.215
mgas(D) 2.02 1.84
m liq(D)a 2.6060.01 2.7560.05

aAs calculated by Dang in Refs. 1 and 2.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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F5(
i

eiF~r i !5(
i

eiF~0!1r i•¹F~0!1¯

5
eTOT

r
1

m"r

r 3 1¯ , ~2!

whereeTOT andm are the total charge and dipole moment
the charge distribution, and retaining the first two terms,
electric field becomes

E52¹F52¹
eTOT

r
2¹

m"r

r 3

5
r

r 323S m"r

r 5 D r2
m

r 3

5
r

r 32TJ•m, ~3!

where the dipole–dipole interaction tensor between two
larizable sites is written as

TJ5
3r••r

r 5 2
1

r 3 5
1

r 5 S 3x22r 2 3xy 3xz

3xy 3y22r 2 3yz

3xz 3yz 3z22r 2
D .

~4!

This electric field will induce a dipole in a molecule; thus f
calculations such as those performed on liquid syste
where there are a set of charges and polarizabilities,$qi ,a i%,
at positions$r i%, the following dipoles will be induced a
those sites:

pi5a i•Ei5a i S Ei
q1(

j Þ i
TJ i j •pj D . ~5!

Here,Ei
q5( j Þ i(qj r i j /r i j

3 ) is the electric field at thei th site
due to permanent charges at other sites, andTJ i j 5(3r•
•r /r 5)2(1/r 3) is the dipole–dipole interaction tensor b
tween thei th site and thej th site. In the calculation ofEq

and TJ, intramolecular contributions are set to zero,1,2 and
interactions beyond a cutoff value are truncated, as was
formed by Dang.1,2 Equation ~5! can be rearranged as th
following matrix equation

S a1
21 2T12 ¯ 2T1N

2T21 a2
21

]

] � ]

2TN1 ¯ ¯ aN
21

D S p1

p2

]

pN

D 5S E1
q

E2
q

]

EN
q

D . ~6!

For realistic configurations of molecular liquids, the dom
nant elements of this matrix are the diagonal elements a
thus, Eq. 6 may be solved forp by iteration.87,88 A high
tolerance is achieved in a number of iterative stepsM
!Nmat, whereNmat is the size of the matrix and is given b
Nmat53NpsiteNmol , whereNpsite is the number of polarizable
sites on a given molecule andNmol is the number of mol-
ecules in the system. It is the rapid estimation of the vectop
at each step in the Monte Carlo calculations that is our foc
Downloaded 01 Oct 2003 to 128.36.233.125. Redistribution subject to A
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III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

All calculations were run under conditions as close
those in the original papers as possible. For the Dan
model,2 the system consisted of 550 molecules in t
isothermal-isobaric~N-P-T! ensemble at 25 °C and 1 atm
and for the Dang93 model,1 the system consisted of 21
molecules in theN-P-T ensemble at 303 K and 1 atm. Fo
both models, a molecule–molecule based truncation pro
dure was employed at an intermolecular separation ofr OO

59.0 Å.1,2 No long range correction for the electrostati
was included. The merits of various methods for deal
with boundary conditions are important issues, but the p
pose of the present work is to analyze methods for rap
approximating polarizable degrees of freedom and not
deal with boundary condition issues. Thus the procedure
Dang is followed.1,2,101

The calculations were performed with a modified ve
sion of the Monte Carlo programBOSS, version 3.8.102 Code
was added to calculate the polarization matrix and elec
field at each step. On solvent moves, this could be perform
with an O(N) calculation of the change in the polarizatio
matrix and the electric field between successive steps. U
examination of several iterative packages, it was found t
for the most expensive calculations an iterator103 using either
a conjugate gradient method or one of several methods
rived therefrom yielded the fastest calculations. In additi
Jacobi preconditioning87,103was performed since it improve
the convergence rate, and a matrix vector multiplication r
tine was written to take advantage of the symmetry and r
tive sparsity of the polarization matrix. The iteration beg
with an initial guess for the solution, generally taken to
the dipole vector from the previous step, and continued u
dX<TOL, wheredX5ub2A•xi u/ubu, xi is the estimate of
the induced dipole vector at thei th step of the iteration, and
TOL is a user specified tolerance.86–88,103This residual based
criterion is more robust87,103 than the typical criterion of re-
quiring the rms difference between the dipole vector at s
cessive steps in the iteration to be less than so
tolerance,3,27,78 but it was found that for typical liquid state
configurations, both criteria yielded identical results with
appropriate choice for the respective tolerances.

The approximation methods described in the next s
tion are inapplicable to volume moves, i.e., when the dim
sions of the periodic cell are changed and the positions of
molecular centers are scaled accordingly inN-P-T calcula-
tions. Thus volume moves have been performed in the
lowing manner: first, iterate the matrix equation for the i
duced dipoles from the previous step to an exact solut
then, perform the volume move, including a recalculation
the polarization matrix and the electric field vector; and
nally, iterate the polarization matrix for the induced dipol
at that move to an exact solution. Handling volume mov
asymmetrically by, e.g., performing a full iteration only aft
the move would lead to a disproportionate number of volu
moves being accepted. The failure to fully minimize the
poles at every solvent step leads to a systematic drag ef
which the approximations attempt to minimize. An ana
gous effect caused by volume moves would be much
tractable due to the sensitive dependence of the energ
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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the volume and to the relatively long runs required for v
ume equilibration.57 One may claim that the calculation
should be implemented in theN-V-T ensemble since the
volume moves ‘‘reset’’ the electronic degrees of freedo
N-P-T calculations were performed since theN-P-T en-
semble is the ensemble of primary experimental interest
since the original calculations of Dang were performed
that ensemble. NonconvergedN-V-T calculations104 indicate
that the results presented here for the quality of the appr
mations are not sensitive to the frequency of volume mov
thus it is expected that similar conclusions hold forN-V-T
calculations.

For both models, the exact calculation began with a b
of nonpolarizable molecules with the same geometry
Lennard-Jones parameters, the charges of which were
justed to give approximately the correct energy and dens
Initial conditions for the other calculations came from a p
tially equilibrated box in which the dipoles were determin
either exactly or with a single full iterative cycle. In all ca
culations, moves involved either the rotation and translat
of a single molecule or the uniform scaling of the volum
For solvent moves, the magnitude of the translations
rotations were adjusted to yield acceptance rates of ca. 4
It was difficult to achieve such high acceptance rates for
volume moves, in particular for the one-polarizable-s
model. Smaller volume moves were required than for si
larly sized nonpolarizable systems, and acceptance rate
volume moves were ca. 20% to 30%. Error estimates w
calculated with the means batch procedure.60 Note that since
this procedure assumes that the underlying time series is
tionary and Gaussian, for some of the less well conver
calculations discussed below the quoted errors are likely
derestimated.

IV. RESULTS OF EXACT MONTE CARLO
CALCULATIONS

The energy and density for both the Dang93 and Dan
models as a function of length along the Markov chain
presented in Figs. 1 and 2. Averages are presented in Tab
along with the original results of Dang.1,2 Two features of
the exact calculations deserve particular mention.

First, both models require an equilibration period sign
cantly longer than for calculations on similar nonpolariza
models. To examine this, Figs. 1 and 2 also present the
ergy and density for 550 molecules of TIP4P water56 run at
25 °C and 1 atm using a protocol that was similar to that
the polarizable calculations. The initial condition was an
bitrary configuration that was worse, i.e., farther from eq
librium, than the initial conditions for the polarizable calc
lation, and the results presented are typical of nonpolariza
models. The number of Monte Carlo steps required
equilibration is clearly much larger for models with polari
able degrees of freedom. Figures 3 and 4 present the p
izable and nonpolarizable components of the energy for
Dang93 and Dang97 models, respectively, and show tha
dominant contribution to the slow rate of convergence is
slow relaxation of the polarizable degrees of freedom. Th
is also a coupling between the polarizable and nonpola
able components of the energy and so, e.g., the nonpol
Downloaded 01 Oct 2003 to 128.36.233.125. Redistribution subject to A
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able component of the energy relaxes more slowly for
smaller box of 216 molecules with the three-polarizable-s
Dang93 model than for 550 molecules with the on
polarizable-site Dang97 model. The slow relaxation is
doubt related to the method of generating the Markov ch
by performing single particle moves. This method appear
be relatively disadvantageous for systems with multiparti
potentials, as compared to systems with pairwise decom
able potentials.105 Thus in addition to the extra time at eac
step required to determine the values of the variables sp
fying the electronic degrees of freedom, polarizable mod
require more steps to equilibrate.

Second, although Table II indicates that the results
the Dang97 model agree with the original results2 to within
ca. 1% for the density and ca. 2.5% for the energy, ther
substantial disagreement between the values calculated
the Dang93 model and the values originally reported.1,101

This disagreement appears to be due to the increased s
tivity of small polarizable systems to changes in such para

FIG. 1. Intermolecular energy for the Dang93 and Dang97 models a
function of length along the Markov chain. Averages are taken over 1
MC steps. Also presented are the results for the nonpolarizable m
TIP4P.

FIG. 2. Density for the Dang93 and Dang97 models as a function of len
along the Markov chain. Averages are taken over 1 mil MC steps. A
presented are the results for the nonpolarizable model TIP4P.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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Downloaded 01 O
TABLE II. Thermodynamic properties calculated for the Dang93a and Dang97b models at 303 K and 25 °C
respectively, and 1 atm.

Length of
averagec

Energy
~kcal/mol! Density ~g/cm3! Dipole ~D!

Dang93a MD 29.8460.08 1.00360.015 2.62
Dang93, exact MC 15 210.8260.02 1.12560.003 2.68
Dang97b MD 29.8460.07 0.99560.007 2.75
Dang97, exact MC 20 210.1060.01 1.00160.001 2.78

aReference 1.
bReference 2.
cMillions of MC steps.
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eters as the number of molecules and the intermolecular
off distance; this is discussed in more detail in Appendix

V. METHODS TO RAPIDLY ESTIMATE THE INDUCED
DIPOLE VECTOR

Previous work76,78 and our initial results indicate tha
any reasonableO(N2) method for estimating the induce
dipole vector, e.g., a single full iteration, would still be pr
hibitively expensive for large scale computation on polar
able models of molecular liquids. Attention was thus focus
on developingO(N) methods, three examples of which a
described.

A. Iteration over many iterations

When a given molecule moves, it is expected that the
of molecules that experience the largest change in indu
dipoles will be strongly correlated with the set of molecu
near the moved molecule. This intuition has been confirm
by an analysis, not presented in detail, of the rms differe
between induced dipoles at successive steps.104 In addition,
the analysis indicates that molecules that cross the 9 Å cutoff
at which nonbonded interactions are truncated also hav
tendency to experience a change in induced dipole simila
magnitude to the change experienced by molecules wi

FIG. 3. Polarizable component of the intermolecular energy for the Dan
and Dang97 models as a function of length along the Markov chain. A
ages are taken over 1 mil MC steps.
ct 2003 to 128.36.233.125. Redistribution subject to A
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ca. 4 Å of themoved molecule.104 The simplest approxima
tion using this idea is to modify the dipole on only th
moved molecule.77 A more expensive suggestion to modi
the dipoles on the moved molecule and those molecules
will likely experience a large change in induced dipole, i.
those molecules near the moved molecule, where ‘‘ne
may be defined to be those molecules with anr OO less than
some value, e.g., 4 Å, and perhaps those molecules that c
the truncation boundary. A still more expensive suggesti
which is notO(N), is to modify the dipoles on the move
molecule and those molecules near the moved molecule
then to modify the dipoles on each of the molecules n
each of those molecules, etc., iteratively. In the limit of
large number of these cycles with the iterations performed
a high tolerance, this leads to an exact solution but doe
more slowly than using an efficient iterator.104

B. Perturbation theoretic estimation

Another class of approximation methods, which to o
knowledge has never been presented, seeks to approxi
the solution of the matrix equation at a given step as a p
turbation of the matrix equation from the previous step. If t
solution of the matrix equationA•x5b in Eq. ~6! is known

FIG. 4. Nonpolarizable component of the intermolecular energy for
Dang93 and Dang97 models as a function of length along the Markov ch
Averages are taken over 1 mil MC steps.

3
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exactly or approximately at thei th step, then the matrix
equation at the (i 11)th step may be written asA8•x85b8,
where

A85A1dA5A1dArows1dAcols,

b85b1db, and ~7!

x85x1dx.

For Monte Carlo moves that consist of attempting to mov
single molecule, i.e., for solvent as opposed to volu
moves, the matrixA8 differs from the matrixA along a set of
3Npsite rows and 3Npsite columns. Defining for an arbitrary
square matrixA,

A[D1N, ~8!

whereD is a diagonal matrix consisting of the diagonal e
ments ofA and N contains the off-diagonal elements ofA,
with zeros along the diagonal, thenA8•x85b8 can be rewrit-
ten, after subtractingA•x5b from both sides, as

D•dx1N•dx1dArows•dx1dAcols•dx

5db2dArows•x2dAcols•x. ~9!

The operations on the right-hand side of Eq.~9! areO(N), as
is multiplying by the diagonal matrixD. Ignoring thedAj

•dx terms and theN•dx term, which is small relative to the
D•dx term, and performing theO(N) inversion of the diag-
onal matrixD yields an estimate for the change in induc
dipoles from one step to the next:

dx5D21~db2dArows•x2dAcolx•x!. ~10!

This approximation is the lowest order term in an expa
sion of the inverted matrix. Within this approximation, th
change in the induced dipoles at each step is caused by
dipolar site interacting with the change in local electric fie
due to the permanent charges and with the change in dip
elsewhere, as they existed at the previous step. The cha
do not back interact to self-consistency. If they did, an ex
solution to the matrix equation would be achieved. Keep
higher terms in the expansion would correspond to m
back interactions, but would not beO(N).

C. Use of a smaller cutoff criteria or a weaker
tolerance

A third class of approximation methods involves the u
of a smaller cutoff criterion for the dipole–dipole interactio
than for the other interactions.66 This is similar in spirit to
multiple time step methods98,99 in molecular dynamics in
which the interactions are divided between slowly chang
interactions and the more rapidly changing interactions
generally occur between molecules that are spatially pr
mate. The dipole–dipole interaction energy between spati
proximate molecules is recalculated at every step, and
more distant interactions are recalculated less frequently.
more slowly changing interactions are included as an a
tive cutoff correction to the energy. They are added to e
step and recomputed by doing a full iteration to a high t
erance everyM'Nmol steps, taking the difference betwee
the energy estimates before and after the full iteration at
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step as the correction. Thus at the steps at which the cu
correction is recomputed, both of the following calculatio
are performed:

AS•xS5bS , ~11!

and

AB•xB5bB , ~12!

where Aj , xj , and bj are the polarization matrix, the in
duced dipole vector, and the electric field due to the charg
respectively, corresponding to the bigger and smaller cu
for j5B,S, respectively. These correspond to two versio
of Eq. ~6! in which two different cutoffs are used. Equatio
~12! can be rewritten as

~AS1dA!•~xS1dx!5bS1db, or
~13!

AS•xS1AS•dx1dA•xS1dA•dx5bS1db.

Note that these difference matrices are not the same as t
in Sec. V B. The difference in the polarization component
the intermolecular energy using the two cutoffs is

DU52 1
2xB•bB22 1

2xS•bS . ~14!

Adding the cutoff correction directly to the energy leads
estimates for the induced dipole vector that are incorrect.
alternative formulation of this method would be to store n
the energy difference but the vectors of differences of
poles and electric fields, i.e.,db anddx. Then the following
energy would be added at each step:

DU52 1
2xB•bB22 1

2xS•bS

52 1
2~xS1dx!•~bS1db!1 1

2xS•bS ,

or, upon performing the algebra,

DU52 1
2~xS•db1dx•bS1dx•db!. ~15!

In this case, thexS andbS are stored from the previous up
date step, although it may be possible to achieve a be
estimate of the energy difference by using those values
culated at each step.

With box sizes and cutoffs of typical sizes, approx
mately half of the components of the polarization matrix a
identically zero. Thus an additional advantage to imposin
smaller cutoff criterion would be that the polarization matr
would be sparser, leading to a larger relative advantage
matrix-vector multiplication routines written to take adva
tage of the sparsity of the matrix. For such a method to
effectivelyO(N) the cutoff could have to be quite small. Fo
example, decreasing the cutoff from 9 to 6.5 or 4.5Å d
creases the number of nonzero elements by approxima
62% and 88%, respectively. Thus only the most drastic c
offs lead to significant computational savings.

VI. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS AND INITIAL
RESULTS

In order to determine the appropriate tolerance for use
the exact calculations, a series of calculations was perform
in which iteration continued untildX<TOL, where TOL
5102n, with n51,2,... . These calculations indicate that f
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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a typically sized system of either Dang93 or Dang97 m
ecules run under typical conditions for tens of thousands
steps, the energies and densities varied in a systematic
as n was increased. The Markov chains withn55 and n
56 were identical to those with largern for several thousand
steps and several tens of thousands of steps, respectivel
the end of the latter calculations, the components of the
duced dipole vector differed in the eighth significant di
relative to the dipole vectors in similar calculations wi
larger n. Although the chain withn56 will ultimately di-
verge from chains with largern, the identity of the chains
and the similarity of their dipole vectors provide confiden
that differences between the fully iterated solution and
true solution are minute.

Since the approximation methods are designed to
rapid, calculations were performed to estimate relative tim
and to eliminate those methods that did not yield signific
time savings. The relative times for methods of estimat
the induced dipole vector are dependent on the numbe
molecules and the frequency of volume moves. Timings re
tive to nonpolarizable code depend on the efficiency of
nonpolarizable code as well as the efficiency of the pola
able code not involved in the determination of the induc
dipole vector. Due to these considerations and since th
factors differ widely between different codes, our actual ti
ing results for each of the approximation methods are
presented. However, the timing studies, a summary of wh
is presented in Appendix B, indicate that the only appro
mation methods that are not too computationally expens
are those that involve an iteration over the moved molec
and its neighbors and/or an initial perturbative modificatio
~Methods that involve multiple cutoffs with very short inn
cutoffs also have acceptable timing but were otherwise
acceptable as described below.! The timing studies also in
dicate that the most promising approximation method, i
‘‘perturb–nbrit–0A,’’ has a time speedup, relative to the e
act calculation, of a factor of ca. 70 for systems consisting
216 molecules of the Dang93 model or 550 molecules of
Dang97 model. In this case, the CPU time increase fo
polarizable calculation, relative to a nonpolarizable calcu
tion, is about an order of magnitude for the three-polarizab
site model and less than an order of magnitude for the o
polarizable-site model.

The approximation methods were designed to appro
mate the exact solution. A necessary condition for this is t
the dipoles in an approximation method stay close to
exact dipoles that represent the adiabatically separ
Born–Oppenheimer surface. To examine this, a series
short calculations was performed using a variety of appro
mation methods in which at each step the exact induced
pole vector was also calculated. The sequence of states
identical to the sequence obtained when the exact calcula
was not performed since the exactly calculated dipoles w
stored separately. Figure 5 presents, as a function of
number along the calculation, the rms difference between
two vectors for representative calculations on Dang93. Si
lar results were obtained from calculations on the Dang
model and are not presented. The results for the case w
the dipoles were determined from a single full iteration a
Downloaded 01 Oct 2003 to 128.36.233.125. Redistribution subject to A
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presented for reference. It is notable that the use of a pe
bative modification of the dipoles at each step leads to
poles that fail to stay near the Born–Oppenheimer surf
reliably. In addition, the dipoles fail to stay near the Born
Oppenheimer surface reliably when they are estimated
updating the dipole on only the moved molecule and a
when the dipoles are updated with the use of multiple cuto
with the cutoff correction recomputed every ca.Nmol steps,
although for clarity these results are not presented in
figure. Methods for which the dipoles fail to stay near t
Born–Oppenheimer surface reliably were eliminated as p
sible approximation methods, although some were used
control calculations.

When the dipoles are determined by iterating over
molecules whose dipoles are likely to change significan
~‘‘nbrit –4A’’ !, i.e., those on the moved molecule, on mo
ecules within 4 Å of the moved molecule, and those mo
ecules that cross the truncation cutoff, the rms differenc
larger than with a single iteration, and it is unclear wheth
the approximated dipoles stay near the Born–Oppenhei
surface for runs much longer than those presented. When
iteration is coupled with an initial perturbative modificatio
~‘‘perturb–nbrit–4A’’ !, the rms difference is decreased a
the dipoles do stay near the Born–Oppenheimer surface
addition, when coupled with an initial perturbative modific
tion, the iteration over only the moved molecule, i.e
‘‘perturb–nbrit–0A,’’ leads to dipoles that stay near th
Born–Oppenheimer surface, although for clarity this is n
presented. These latter two methods have turned out to b
most promising. When the iteration over the moved molec
and its neighbors within 4 Å is followed by an iteration over
the neighbors of each of those neighbors, the rms differe
is reduced relative to iterations over only the moved m
ecule and its neighbors. Nevertheless, pure liquid calc
tions indicate that the accuracy of the calculated thermo

FIG. 5. The induced dipole drift as estimated by the rms difference betw
approximated dipole vector and the corresponding fully iterated dipole v
tor during short Monte Carlo calculations on 216 molecules of Dang
water. The two vectors were stored separately; thus the Markov chain
erated is identical to that generated with the approximation by itself,
without the associated exact calculation.Nmat is the length of the vector of
induced dipoles. See the beginning of Sec. VII for a description of
approximation methods and a definition of the corresponding labels.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE III. Thermodynamic properties calculated for the Dang97a model at 25 °C and 1 atm.

Length of
averageb

Energy
~kcal/mol! Density ~g/cm3! Dipole ~D!

exact calculation 20 210.1060.010 1.00160.001 2.78
one full iterative cycle 20 29.63260.002 1.01460.001 2.70
perturb–nbrit–4A 50 29.77160.004 0.99260.001 2.73
perturb–nbrit–0A 50 29.73560.004 1.01060.001 2.72
nbrit–4A 25 29.45060.005 0.96260.001 2.69
nbrit–0A 15 29.06860.006 1.06760.001 2.63
perturbative 15 29.82360.006 1.07660.001 2.74

aReference 2.
bMillions of MC steps.
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namic properties is not improved enough to justify t
increased computational expense.104 In addition, several val-
ues of the neighbor cutoff distance other than 0 and 4 Å were
examined. Above 4 Å the calculations become too expen
because too many molecules are included in the iteration
below 4 Å a slight but systematic decrease in the quality
the results is seen.104

VII. ANALYSIS OF THE THERMODYNAMIC AND
STRUCTURAL RESULTS FOR THE APPROXIMATIONS

In addition to Monte Carlo calculations for both th
Dang93 and Dang97 models in which the dipoles were
termined exactly, calculations on both models were p
formed in which the induced dipole vector was approxima
in one of several ways.

The approximation methods were to start with the dip
vector from the previous step and to:

~1! perform a single full iterative cycle
~‘‘single–full –iter’’ !;

~2! modify the dipoles on those molecules whose dipo
were most likely to change significantly, i.e., the mov
molecule, molecules within 4 Å of themoved molecule,

FIG. 6. Intermolecular energy for the Dang97 model at 25 °C and 1 atm
several methods of approximating the induced dipoles. Note from Tabl
that the results for ‘‘nbrit–0A’’ are too high to appear on the figure. See th
beginning of Sec. VII for a description of the approximation methods an
definition of the corresponding labels.
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and molecules that crossed the cutoff after an initial p
turbative modification~‘‘perturb–nbrit–4A’’ !;

~3! modify the dipoles on those molecules whose dipo
were most likely to change significantly, i.e., the mov
molecule, molecules within 4 Å of themoved molecule,
and molecules that crossed the cutoff~‘‘nbrit –4A’’ !;

~4! modify the dipoles on the moved molecule after an i
tial perturbative modification~‘‘perturb–nbrit–0A’’ !;

~5! modify the dipoles on the moved molecu
~‘‘nbrit –0A’’ !; or

~6! perform a perturbative modification~‘‘perturb’’ !.

A. Calculations on the Dang97 model

The results calculated for the energy, density, and to
dipole moment for 550 molecules of the Dang97 model
presented in Table III. Other thermodynamic quantities su
as the isobaric heat capacity, the isothermal compressib
and the thermal expansivity were calculated but are not p
sented since they converge more slowly.57 Figures 6 and 7
present the energy and density as a function of Markov ch
length, in which the averages are taken in batches of 1
MC steps. The exact calculations appear to be sufficie
well converged for reliable conclusions to be drawn. P
forming a single full iteration leads to an energy that is c

r
II

a

FIG. 7. Density for the Dang97 model at 25 °C and 1 atm for seve
methods of approximating the induced dipoles. See the beginning of
VII for a description of the approximation methods and a definition of t
corresponding labels.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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9345J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 114, No. 21, 1 June 2001 Rapid estimation of electronic degrees of freedom
5% too high and a density that is ca. 1% too high. The m
promising rapid approximation methods a
‘‘perturb–nbrit–4A’’ and ‘‘perturb–nbrit–0A.’’ For the
former, the density is fairly well reproduced, being ca. 1
too low, and the energy is almost as well reproduced, be
ca. 3% too high. For the latter, results are almost identi
the density is ca. 1% too high and the energy is 3% to 4%
high. These approximation methods are very rapid and l
to estimates for the energy and density that are more accu
than those achieved with a single full iteration in much le
time.

As a control, the results are also presented for calc
tions in which the approximation involves only a perturb
tive modification or only a modification over the moved mo
ecule. The density for these two methods is ca. 7% gre
than the density for the exact solution. Interestingly,
though the density for these two methods is quite similar,
energies are very different. Modifying only the dipoles
the moved molecule leads to energies which are ca. 10%
high, while the perturbative method leads to energies wh
are only about 3% too high. Clearly, these two control me
ods are inferior to methods for which the dipoles stay n
the Born–Oppenheimer surface.

The approximation methods tend to smooth out pe
and valleys in the radial distribution functions~RDFs!, al-
though the positions of the peaks and minima are not alte
This is most prominent in the OO RDF, presented in Fig.
The methods ‘‘perturb–nbrit–4A’’ and ‘‘perturb–nbrit–0A’’
clearly yield a second peak in their OO RDF. For the latt
this is reduced slightly more, relative to the exact calcu
tions, than for the former. Both are superior to a single f
iterative cycle, for which structure beyond the first pe
is largely lost. Although less prominent, similar effects occ
in the OH and HH RDFs presented in Figs. 9 and 10. T
energy distributions and energy pair distributions are
presented but indicate similar relative destructuring effe
For example, there is a slight tendency towards a l
pronounced hydrogen bonding peak in the pair distributi
among approximation methods. Although this is mo
severe for a single full iterative cycle than for eith

FIG. 8. OO radial distribution function for the Dang97 model at 25 °C a
1 atm for several methods of approximating the induced dipoles.
Downloaded 01 Oct 2003 to 128.36.233.125. Redistribution subject to A
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‘‘perturb–nbrit–4A’’ or ‘‘perturb –nbrit–0A,’’ the character-
istic hydrogen bonding peak56 is present for all the
methods.104

B. Calculations on the Dang93 model

The results calculated for energy, density, and total
pole moment for 216 molecules of the Dang93 model us
various approximation procedures are presented in Table
Figures 11 and 12 present the energy and density as a f
tion of Markov chain length, in which the averages are tak
in batches of 1 mil MC steps.

Comparison of these figures with the corresponding
ures for the Dang97 model indicates that the trends no
above regarding the quality of various approximation me
ods are reproduced for the Dang93 model. The trends
less dramatic since the three-polarizable-site model has m
flexibility in its electronic degrees of freedom with which t
absorb environmental changes and since the individual
ments of the dipole vector are significantly smaller than w
the Dang97 model. The Dang97 model, with its larger
poles and larger changes in dipoles from step to step, se

FIG. 9. OH radial distribution function for the Dang97 model at 25 °C a
1 atm for several methods of approximating the induced dipoles.

FIG. 10. HH radial distribution function for the Dang97 model at 25 °C a
1 atm for several methods of approximating the induced dipoles.
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE IV. Thermodynamic properties calculated for the Dang93a model at 303 K and 1 atm.

Length of
averageb

Energy
~kcal/mol! Density ~g/cm3! Dipole ~D!

exact calculation 15 210.8260.02 1.12560.003 2.68
one full iterative cycle 12 210.4460.01 1.10560.001 2.65
perturb–nbrit–4A 50 210.7260.01 1.12460.001 2.68
perturb–nbrit–0A 50 210.5460.01 1.13160.001 2.67
nbrit–4A 25 29.9560.01 1.06260.002 2.61
nbrit–0A 15 29.9160.01 1.15660.001 2.59
perturbative 15 210.7560.01 1.16860.001 2.68

aReference 1.
bMillions of MC steps.
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more amenable to the types of approximation methods
amined here. Definitive statements on precisely how far
approximation methods are from the exact results are h
pered by the poor convergence of the exact results for
Dang93 model.

As with the Dang97 model, the most promising rap
approximation methods are ‘‘perturb–nbrit–4A’’ and
‘‘perturb–nbrit–0A.’’ The density for the former is well re-
produced and the energy is ca. 1% too high. Again, the
sults for ‘‘perturb–nbrit–0A’’ are almost identical to those
for ‘‘perturb–nbrit–4A.’’ The density is ca. 1% too high an
the energy is ca. 3% too high. In additio
‘‘perturb–nbrit–0A’’ yields results that are similar to thos
with a single full iteration at a time savings relatively mo
significant than for the Dang97 model. Results presented
the control calculations indicate that they are inferior,
though not as relatively inferior as for the Dang97 mod
The densities for the two methods ‘‘perturb’’ an
‘‘nbrit –0A’’ are ca. 4% too high. As with the Dang97 mode
although the densities for these two methods are quite s
lar, the energies are very different. Modifying only the d
poles on the moved molecule leads to energies that the
proximately 9% too high, while the perturbative meth
leads to energies that are ca. 1% too high. If the iteratio
performed over the moved molecule and those molec

FIG. 11. Intermolecular energy for the Dang93 model at 303 K and 1
for several methods of approximating the induced dipoles. See the begin
of Sec. VII for a description of the approximation methods and a definit
of the corresponding labels.
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near it, the error in the computed energy is 9% and the e
in the density is 6%, although, as before, the sign of
density error is opposite that of an iteration over only t
moved molecule.

VIII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The importance of developing theoretically rigorous
gorithms for rapidly determining the variables that spec
the electronic degrees of freedom and thus for rapidly ca
lating properties of interest should be emphasized.Ad hoc
measures, while applicable to particular cases, will not
generally applicable, and if there exists no method to syst
atically improve anad hocset of approximations, they wil
be limited to the particular cases for which they have be
tested. Results presented, as well as other results not
sented, indicate that naı˙vely making an approximation les
drastic does not necessarily lead to improvement in the
production of thermodynamic and structural quantities.

Several methods have been presented and characte
to rapidly estimate the vector of induced dipoles in classi
statistical mechanical Monte Carlo calculations of polar
able models of liquid water. Although these models repres
electronic degrees of freedom with variable dipoles, the te
niques are not limited to systems that model the varia

ng
n

FIG. 12. Density for the Dang93 model at 303 K and 1 atm for seve
methods of approximating the induced dipoles. See the beginning of
VII for a description of the approximation methods and a definition of t
corresponding labels.
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electronic degrees of freedom in this way. They are ap
cable, for example, to systems modeling polarization wit
set of fluctuating charges, although the quality of the parti
lar approximations would have to be tested in these o
cases. These methods require that successive steps i
Monte Carlo calculation be generated in such a way that o
O(N) elements of the polarization matrix change from s
to step, e.g., by moving only a single molecule in a trial st

The most promising approximation method, consider
both computational efficiency and the quality of reproduct
of thermodynamic and structural properties of the liquid re
tive to the exact results, was labeled ‘‘perturb–nbrit–0A’’ in
the text and figures. This method involves first performing
initial perturbative modification of the dipoles from the pr
vious step and then modifying just the dipoles on the mo
molecule, both in accordance with the procedures descr
in Sec. V. Note that the method ‘‘perturb–nbrit–4A’’ per-
formed slightly better but was also slightly more compu
tionally expensive.

For these methods, the calculated energy and densi
theN-P-T ensemble differed from the exact results by only
few percent and the radial distribution functions showed
nor deterioration. The results were in better agreement w
the results of the exact calculations than were the result
calculations in which the induced dipoles were estima
with a single iterative cycle, using the dipole vector from t
previous step as an initial guess. The savings in CPU t
are nearly two orders of magnitude for the systems con
ered; the exact factor depends on the number of molecu
the number of polarizable sites per molecule, and on
frequency of volume moves. The importance of minimizi
the CPU time required for estimation of the electronic d
grees of freedom in these polarizable calculations is part
larly important in light of the longer equilibration period fo
polarizable models relative to similar nonpolarizable mode

It is interesting to note that the calculated energies, d
sities, radial, and energy distribution functions f
‘‘perturb–nbrit–4A’’ and ‘‘perturb–nbrit–0A’’ are superior
to those from a single full iterative cycle. This is to be co
trasted with results that indicate that the dipoles for the la
method are closer to the exact dipoles in an rms sense. T
while being close to the exact dipoles is a necessary co
tion for an acceptable approximation method, it does
follow that methods that have dipoles that are closer to
exact dipoles will yield superior results for bulk comput
quantities. In particular, when a molecule moves, the dipo
near it will likely change significantly, and it is the values
these changes that are the most important determinan
computed properties. The ‘‘drag’’ introduced by a failure
fully iterate the dipole to solution will be most severe f
these dipoles.

These methods are able to achieve estimates for the
ergy and density that are comparable to or better than th
achieved with a single full iterative cycle since they foc
their efforts on those elements of the dipole vector t
change the most, while at the same time accounting for
minor modification of the dipoles at every other site. Wh
simply modifying the dipoles on the moved molecules a
its neighbors within 4 Å leads to acceptable results, doin
Downloaded 01 Oct 2003 to 128.36.233.125. Redistribution subject to A
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this after ‘‘tweaking’’ the values of the dipoles at all of th
other sites with the perturbative modification leads to mu
better results with little additional computational cost. Sim
ply modifying the dipoles on the moved molecule leads
unacceptable results, which is not surprising considering
no account is taken of the changes that are induced in
dipoles at the other sites. When this is coupled with
method that perturbatively takes into account the change
the dipoles at the other sites, a rapid and accurate metho
achieved. This focusing of computational effort where ma
changes are expected should be contrasted with a Jaco
erative procedure, which naı˙vely improves every dipole
slightly and systematically.
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APPENDIX A

As mentioned in the text, there is substantial disagr
ment between the values calculated for the Dang93 mo
and the values originally reported.1,101This disagreement ap
pears to be due to the increased sensitivity of small pola
able systems to changes in such parameters as the numb
molecules and the intermolecular cutoff distance for the f
lowing reason. The values originally reported for Dang
water are reproduced reasonably well in Monte Carlo cal
lations with 550 molecules and have been reproduced w
systems of up to 2500 molecules in molecular dynam
calculations.106 They are also reasonably well reproduced
Monte Carlo calculations with 216 molecules if the cuto
distance is 8 Å, but if the cutoff in Monte Carlo calculation
with 216 molecules is set to 9 Å, the density and magnitu
of the energy increase so dramatically that the box fails
equilibrate before it shrinks to less than 18 Å on a sid
exactly as is seen with the Dang93 results presented in
IV.104 It should be emphasized that this density increase
not due to an equilibrium fluctuation. A box of 216 mo
ecules at standard density is ca. 18.62 Å on a side. To sh
to less than 18.0 Å would require a density fluctuation a
thus an enthalpic cost much larger than the ca. 3% that is
maximum observed in extremely long equilibrium runs.104

Thus for polarizable models it appears to be important
choose a cutoff distance significantly less than one-half
length of a side of the periodic cube. This sensitivity is to
contrasted with nonpolarizable models, where the energy
density exhibit a gradual dependence on the number of m
ecules and cutoff distance down to systems with fewer t
100 molecules and for cutoffs near half the box length.58,107

For example, analogous calculations on 216 molecules of
TIP5P model of water96,104 indicate that, while there are
small changes in the energy and density upon changing
cutoff from 8 to 9 Å, they are similar to the changes induc
upon changing the cutoff from 7 to 8 Å. Of course, the co
rect solution for dealing with this situation is to have a su
IP license or copyright, see http://ojps.aip.org/jcpo/jcpcr.jsp
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TABLE V. Relative timing results for several methods.a

Model Dang93 Dang93 Dang97 Dang97 Dang97 Dang

number of molecules 216 216 216 216 550 550
thousands of steps 1 10 1 10 1 10

no polarization 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0
nbrit–4A 30 40 8.3 9.5 6.6 7.4
perturb–nbrit–0A 16 20 6.7 7.1 5.7 6.3
perturb–nbrit–4A 28 35 7.8 8.7 6.4 7.2
exact calculation 1100 1400 110 130 400 540

aSee Appendix B for discussion.
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ficiently large box. To our knowledge, a systematic exam
nation of this has not been performed for polarizable mod
whereas it has for nonpolarizable models.58,107 It is unclear
from the present results whether a different treatment of
boundary conditions would help the situation for a box
216 polarizable molecules.

APPENDIX B

As indicated in Sec. VI, the only approximation metho
that are not too computationally expensive are those
involve an iteration over the moved molecule and its nei
bors and/or an initial perturbative modification. Represen
tive timing results for the exact calculation are presented
Table V and compared with the results for several of
most promising approximate methods as well as results
systems that were equivalent except that there were no
larizable degrees of freedom. The calculations were in
N-V-T ensemble and involved 216 molecules for t
Dang93 model and 216 and 550 molecules for the Dan
model. The results are reported to two significant digits a
are an average over five identical runs of length either 1
or 10 000 steps. Due to the frequency of volume moves
the N-P-T calculations reported in this paper and the ‘‘sta
up’’ costs in these calculations, the most reliable compari
is to the calculations here with 1000 steps; longer calcu
tions are included to show that a relatively greater impro
ment is expected forN-V-T calculations. The code was no
specifically optimized for speed, but instead represent
compromise between speed and memory requirements.
the results should not be taken as definitive, but rather
resentative.

Clearly, doing Monte Carlo on polarizable systems
significantly more difficult than doing molecular dynamic
as indicated by the factor of 2 to 3 orders of magnitu
decrease relative to similar nonpolarizable systems. Note
doing a perturbative modification before iterating over neig
bors within 4 Å~‘‘perturb–nbrit–4A’’ ! leads to calculations
that are consistently faster than calculations without the
tial perturbative modification~‘‘nbrit –4A’’ !; this is because
performing the initial perturbative modification leads to
better initial guess for the iteration over the neighbors. N
also the dramatic dependence on the number of polariz
sites, as seen both by comparing the results for the Dan
model at two different box sizes as well as the results for
two models in calculations with the same number of m
ecules. Table V indicates that the most promising appro
ct 2003 to 128.36.233.125. Redistribution subject to A
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mation method, i.e., ‘‘perturb–nbrit–0A,’’ has a time
speedup, relative to the exact calculation, of a factor of ca
for systems consisting of 216 molecules for the Dang
model or 550 molecules for the Dang97 model. The meth
‘‘perturb–nbrit–4A’’ leads to slightly slower calculations
but is also much faster than the exact calculations. In
fastest approximate case, the CPU time increase for a po
izable calculation, relative to a nonpolarizable calculation
a little more than an order of magnitude for the thre
polarizable-site model and less than an order of magnit
for the one-polarizable-site model.
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